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Authority Letter

State of New York
Office of the State Comptroller
Division of State Government Accountability
May 19, 2009

Dear Chancellor Klein:
The Office of the State Comptroller is committed to helping State agencies, public authorities
and local government agencies manage government resources efficiently and effectively and, by
so doing, providing accountability for tax dollars spent to support government operations. The
Comptroller oversees the fiscal affairs of State agencies, public authorities and local government
agencies, as well as their compliance with relevant statutes and their observance of good business
practices. This fiscal oversight is accomplished, in part, through our audits, which identify opportunities for improving operations. Audits can also identify strategies for reducing costs and
strengthening controls that are intended to safeguard assets.
Following is a report of our audit on Non-Competitively Awarded Contracts. The audit was performed according to the State Comptroller’s authority under Article V, Section 1, of the State Constitution; and Article II, Section 8, of the State Finance Law.
This audit’s results and recommendations are resources for you to use in effectively managing
your operations and in meeting the expectations of taxpayers. If you have any questions about this
report, please feel free to contact us.
Respectfully submitted,
Office of the State Comptroller
Division of State Government Accountability
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Executive Summary

State of New York
Office of the State Comptroller
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Audit Objective
Our objective was to determine whether the New York City Department of Education (DoE) is
complying with all applicable procurement requirements when it approves non-competitive contract awards.
Audit Results - Summary
According to DoE’s Procurement Procedures, contracts should be awarded in a competitive manner whenever feasible and appropriate. Non-competitive awards are permitted in some prescribed
circumstances. We found DoE does not always document its compliance with all procurement
requirements necessary to justify non-competitive contracts. We also found that certain improvements are needed to DoE’s procurement requirements to provide better assurance that non-competitive contracts are, in fact, appropriate.
During the three fiscal years ending June 30, 2008, the DoE awarded 3,183 contracts totaling $6.2
billion, of which 2,488, totaling $4.3 billion, could have been awarded competitively. Of those
2,488 contracts, 291 contracts, which met or exceeded a $100,000 threshold, were awarded upon
the approval of the DoE Committee on Contracts. These 291 contracts totaled about $342.5 million, including 280 contracts (96 percent) with a value of about $327 million categorized as “other
special circumstances.” Of the remaining 11 contracts, 10 were categorized as “sole source” and
one was categorized as a “grant proposal.”
We found that 173 of the 291 non-competitive contracts during our audit period (59 percent) had
start dates prior to the Committee meeting at which the contract was approved. One contract, for
$16.5 million, was approved on June 1, 2006 - 25 days prior to the date it was required to be listed
in the City Record.
We also found that DoE often lacked documentation to support its compliance with applicable
procurement requirements for non-competitive contracts submitted to the Committee on Contracts
for approval. We concluded that improvements are needed to DoE’s procurement requirements to
provide better assurances that the Committee on Contracts approves only appropriate non-competitive contracts.
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For example, in 44 of the non-competitive contracts submitted to the Committee under the category of “other special circumstances” were for the stated reason that avoiding competition was
cost-effective. In these instances, the requestor was required to prepare cost/price analysis forms
demonstrating why the contract price is the best price available. However, we examined four
contracts where competition was reportedly not cost-effective and found there were no cost/price
analysis forms to support this statement. In fact, DoE was unable to provide any documented
analysis regarding the cost-effectiveness of the decision not to bid these contracts. The contracts
ranged in value from $400,000 to $8.3 million and totaled $14.7 million.
We concluded that the category of “other special circumstances” which accounts for the vast majority of contracts submitted to the Committee on Contracts, needs to be clarified in DoE’s Procurement Procedures. Current procedures divide the category “other special circumstances” to
include five sub-categories of justification including the need to: provide continuity of services,
respond to time constraints, ensure cost-effectiveness, obtain uniquely qualified contractors and
“other.” However, there is no guidance that defines precisely what these sub-categories mean and
what constitutes adequate justification under any of them.
The lack of documentation supporting the justification for non-competitive contracts submitted
to the Committee on Contracts, as well as the vagueness of the categorization of “other special
circumstance” which constituted the majority of the $342.5 million of non-competitive contracts
submitted to the Committee during our audit period, significantly diminishes assurance that DoE’s
non-competitive contracts are justified. In addition, despite DoE’s requirements that contract work
should not start before formal approval is given, work on many of the non-competitive contracts
did, in fact, start before such approval.
We made six recommendations for strengthening DoE’s controls over the award of contracts without competitive bid.
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INTRODUCTION
Background

DoE is responsible for the New York City public school system, which contains more than 1,400 schools serving nearly 1.1 million students. DoE’s
annual budget of more than $15 billion is supported by Federal, State and
City funding. In the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2008, DoE reportedly awarded a total of 3,183 contracts totaling $6.2 billion. Within that
global count, the population of contracts that could have been competitively
awarded was reported as 2,488 (approximately $4.3 billion) of which 291
contracts ($342.5 million) were awarded upon application to and approval
by the Committee. That latter number is 11.7 percent of the total number
of contracts awarded and 8 percent of the total dollar value of contracts that
could have been competitively awarded over the same three-year period.
DoE’s procurement practices must comply with certain regulations and procedures (Procurement Procedures) that were developed by DoE in accordance with Section 2590-h of the State Education Law. According to these
Procurement Procedures, DoE’s contracts should be awarded in a competitive manner whenever feasible and appropriate. If a contract is valued at
more than $100,000, its exemption from competitive contracting requirements must be approved by DoE’s Committee on Contracts. The Committee consists of the Deputy Chancellor for Teaching and Learning and
representatives from DoE’s Office of Legal Services, Division of Financial
Operations, and the Office of Auditor General. Non-competitive awards are
permitted in the following circumstances:

Audit Scope and
Methodology

•

listing applications (for the purchase of copyrighted materials, artistic
performances, and admission fees to cultural institutions or programs),

•

sole source procurements (a single contractor is deemed capable of providing the needed goods or service),

•

health and safety emergency situations,

•

when a competitive grant proposal specifically names the vendor that
should receive the grant award,

•

purchases from another New York City agency or a public utility, and

•

other special circumstances (no examples or further description is provided).

We audited selected DoE contracting practices for the period July 1, 2005
through June 30, 2008. Our objective was to determine whether DoE complied with applicable procurement requirements when awarding no-bid
Division of State Government Accountability
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contracts. To accomplish our objective, we interviewed DoE officials and
reviewed DoE’s Procurement Procedures. We also reviewed records and
documentation relating to the 291 non-competitive contracts that were approved by DoE’s Committee on Contracts through May 28, 2008 of our
three-year audit period. We judgmentally selected certain of these contracts
for more detailed examination; selecting the contracts on the basis of various
risk factors.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the
audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objective. We believe
that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objective.
In addition to being the State Auditor, the Comptroller performs certain other
constitutionally and statutorily mandated duties as the chief fiscal officer of
New York State. These include operating the State’s accounting system;
preparing the State’s financial statements; and approving State contracts, refunds and other payments. In addition, the Comptroller appoints members to
certain boards, commissions and public authorities, some of whom have minority voting rights. These duties may be considered management functions
for the purposes of evaluating organizational independence under generally
accepted government auditing standards. In our opinion, these functions do
not affect our ability to conduct independent audits of program performance.
Authority

This audit was performed in accordance with the State Comptroller’s authority under Article V, Section 1 of the State Constitution, and Article III, Section 33 of the General Municipal Law.

Reporting
Requirements

We provided a copy of this report, in draft, to DoE officials for their review
and comment. Their comments were considered in preparing this report and
a copy of DoE’s comments are contained in this report. We request that within
90 days of the final release of this report, New York City Department of Education officials report to the State Comptroller advising what steps were taken to
implement the recommendations contained herein, and if not implemented, the
reasons why.
DoE officials disagree with our conclusions regarding the operations of the
Committee on Contracts. They do agree that documentation could be improved and will strive to implement these changes.
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This report, dated May 19, 2009, is available on our website at
http://www.osc.state.ny.us.
Add or update your mailing list address by contacting us at: (518)474-3271
or Office of the State Comptroller
Division of State Services
State Government Accountablity
110 State Street, 11th Floor
Albany, NY 12236
Contributors to
the Report

Major contributors to this report were Kenrick Sifontes, Sheila Jones, Daniel
Raczynski, Irina Kovaneva, Teeranmattie Mahtoo-Dhanraj, and Elijah Kim.
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Audit Findings and Recommendations

Audit Findings and Recommendations
Documentation
Supporting NonCompetitive
Awards

A total of 44 of the 280 contracts categorized as “other special circumstances” were exempted, solely or in part, because it was cost-effective to avoid
competition. In such cases, DoE’s Procurement Procedures require that the
requestor submit certain documentation supporting this determination. The
documentation is to show why the contract price is the best price available
and is to include cost/price analysis forms completed by DoE’s Division of
Contracts.
To determine whether the cost-effectiveness of these contracts was documented in accordance with DoE’s requirements, we judgmentally selected
a sample of four of the contracts submitted to the Committee for exemption
because it was considered cost effective to avoid competition. The four
contracts ranged from $400,000 to $8.3 million and totaled $14.7 million.
We found that DoE’s requirements were not met, as there were no cost/
price analysis forms for any of the contracts and DoE was unable to provide
any documentation showing that such an analysis had been performed by
the Division of Contracts. While the request memos contained statements
indicating that the cost was fair and reasonable, these statements were not
supported by documented analysis. As a result, there was inadequate assurances these non-competitive awards were, in fact, more cost-effective than
competitive awards.
In addition to the documentation requirements for cost-effectiveness, there
are also other general documentation requirements for all contracts that are
submitted to the Committee. For example, the contracts should be accompanied by an explanation of the basis or justification for their consideration
as an exception to competitive contracting requirements; a description of
the efforts made to meet proper procurement procedures; the reason the
proposed vendor was selected; a detailed budget and work plan from the
service provider; and an explanation of the efforts made to identify alternative sources.
To determine whether these general documentation requirements were being met, we selected a judgmental sample of 21 contracts and reviewed
the documentation that was submitted to the Committee in support of the
contracts. The contracts ranged from $235,000 to $16.5 million and totaled
$54.8 million.
We found that the general documentation requirements were not always being met and we noted multiple omissions on the 21 contracts. For example,
Division of State Government Accountability
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for seven contracts, totaling $43.6 million, there was no documentation supporting claims that efforts had been made to meet proper procurement procedures, and in 3 of the 21 contracts, totaling $7.2 million, there was no explanation of the basis or justification for their consideration as exceptions.
Also, in a contract for $1 million, there was no documentation supporting
the reason for the proposed vendor’s selection. For 2 of the 21 contracts,
totaling $2.1 million, we were unable to review the documentation because,
according to DoE officials, the boxes containing the documentation were
mistakenly destroyed by an archive contractor.
In response to our findings, DoE officials stated that some of the undocumented information was inferred or discussed at Committee meetings. According to the officials, this information does not need to be documented,
even though the procedures state that the information is required.
We disagree with DoE officials and note that public accountability and
transparency are best served when the basis and need for non-competitive
contract awards are fully explained by documentation. In the absence of
such documentation, the fairness and openness of DoE’s procurement practices may be called into question.
In this regard, we note that minutes are not maintained for the Committee’s
meetings. DoE officials told us that when the Committee requires additional
information not included in the submission package, it may make telephone
calls to obtain this information, sometimes even calling the vendors. However, there is no record of these actions. Meeting minutes would provide
such a record and, in their documentation of the overall decision-making
process, would greatly enhance the accountability over DoE’s non-competitive award of contracts. We recommend such minutes be maintained.
Recommendations

1. Ensure that the Committee on Contracts obtains all required documentation specified in support of approval for non-competitive procurements.
Instruct the Committee to return submissions to requestors when required documentation is missing.
2. Investigate the inappropriate destruction of contract documentation by
the archives contractor and determine what additional safeguards are
needed to prevent future such incidents. (In response to the draft report,
DoE officials determined that it was not the archives contractor, but a
DoE employee who mistakenly destroyed the records. They state training has occurred to prevent future problems.)
3. Prepare and maintain appropriately detailed minutes for all meetings of
the Committee on Contracts.
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Allowable Reasons DoE allows non-competitive contract awards in six circumstances. Five
for Non-Competi- of these six circumstances are well-defined in the Procurement Procedures.
tive Awards
However, “other special circumstances” is not well defined. As a result,
this category of allowable non-competitive contracts may be open to abuse.
As was previously noted, 280 of the 291 non-competitive contracts approved
during our audit period (96 percent) fell into the “other special circumstances” category, rather than one of the well-defined categories. Moreover, as
previously discussed, our review of the contracts in the category identified a
number of instances in which the basis for the non-competitive awards was
questionable because of a lack of documentation. The lack of supporting
documentation coupled with a lack of definition for this category, increases
the risk that this category can be used to circumvent competitive bidding
requirements.
The Committee has attempted to give some definition to this category, as
it has broken the category down into five subcategories: Continuity, Time
Constraints, Cost-Effective, Uniquely Qualified, and Other. However, there
are no written definitions or guidelines for these subcategories. Department
officials believe the name of each subcategory provides sufficient guidance
for its use. However, we believe the names, by themselves, are not enough,
and in the absence of additional guidance, the subcategories are more likely
to be used for contracts that could, and should, be awarded competitively.
To provide additional protection against possible abuse, and to promote
competitive contracting practices, we recommend additional written guidance be developed for the use of the subcategories in the “other special
circumstances” category of allowable non-competitive contracts. For example, guidance could clarify precisely what is meant by each sub-category
and the extent of analysis required to justify a no-bid contract award for
each sub-category.
Recommendation

4. Revise DoE’s Standard Operating Procedures Manual to provide additional guidance for the use of the “other special circumstances” including definitions of each sub-category and classification of the extent
of analysis required to justify a no-bid contract award for each subcategory.

Contract Start
Dates

According to DoE’s Procurement Procedures, contract work should not begin until the contract has been formally approved. For non-competitive
awards, this occurs after the contract has been approved by the Committee
and registered with the New York City Comptroller’s Office.
However, we found that 173 of the 291 non-competitive contracts approved
during our audit period (59 percent) had start dates prior to the Committee
meeting at which the contract was approved. For example, one contract
Division of State Government Accountability
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was approved in December 2005 for rental payments that covered the period beginning in September 2005, a delay of 120 days.
Department officials stated that contracts will occasionally start before they
are formally approved, but it is not DoE’s practice to encourage such arrangements. However, officials were unable to explain why so many of the
non-competitive contracts commenced prior to Committee approval. We
note that 138 of the 173 contracts were extensions or renewals, but even
so, such contracts should be formally approved before services are continued by the contractors. In the absence of this approval, both DoE and the
contractors lack the protections normally provided by properly executed
contracts.
In addition, prospective contracts exceeding certain dollar amounts are supposed to be listed in the City Record before they are awarded. However,
we found this was not done for one of the non-competitive contracts we
reviewed. The contract, for strategic advisory and financial management
services, totaled $16.5 million and was approved on June 1, 2006. However, it was not listed in the City Record until June 26, 2006; 25 days later.
Such delays in advertising contract work can undermine the openness of
DoE’s procurement process.
Recommendations

5. Identify, on an ongoing basis, contracts that begin before they have been
approved and follow up with the responsible individuals to determine
why this has happened and whether corrective actions are needed.
6. Ensure that notices of contracts are posted in the City Record prior to
the start date of the contracts.
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Agency Comments

AGENCY COMMENTS

*
Comment 1

* See State Comptroller’s Comments on Page 25
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*
Comment 2

*
Comment 3

* See State Comptroller’s Comments on Page 25
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*
Comment 4

* See State Comptroller’s Comments on Page 25
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*
Comment 5

* See State Comptroller’s Comments on Page 25
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*
Comment 6

*
Comment 7

* See State Comptroller’s Comments on Pages 25-26
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*
Comment 8

* See State Comptroller’s Comments on Page 26
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State Comptroller’s Comments

STATE COMPTROLLER’S COMMENTS
1.

DoE officials are incorrect in their assessment that the report is unclear or
missing information. The audit scope is clearly detailed within the report
(page 8), as are the numbers of contracts covered by the audit (page 7).
This information does place the Committee’s work in perspective.

2.

DoE officials are aware that the scope of the audit did not include an
examination of either the price paid or the quality of the work completed. It
is further interesting to note that DoE officials were insistent at the audits’
opening meeting, that the work of the Committee had no bearing upon
the quality of the work ultimately provided by the contractor. What was
examined was the Committee’s compliance with their own procurement
policies and procedures regarding documentation of the decision making
process. Our examination found that work and decisions were undocumented
and we agree, not flawless. Further, DoE’s statement that OSC has asked the
public to draw a negative inference regarding the use of non-competitive
procurements represents the DoE’s conclusion and not OSC.

3.

As stated in the report, many of the Committee’s decisions are not well
documented. Thus is it was not possible for the auditors to see that careful,
independent consideration was always given by the Committee in making
decisions. It was also not possible to see evidence of “prescreening” done
by DoE procurement unit. These are the very reasons we have made
recommendations to increase the documentation of and the transparency of
the decisions made by the Committee.

4.

We did not ignore the information provided by DoE and it was considered
in drawing our conclusions. However, we asked for documentation, in line
with their own procurement requirements, to support the decisions made by
the Committee.

5.

In all of these instances, the DoE was required by their own procedures, to
document the cost effectiveness of the decisions. If as the DoE contends
the decisions were self evident an analysis of the situation would have been
relatively easy to perform. This was not routinely done by DoE.

6.

We agree that these contract exceptions are not additive in nature and we
have modified the report to make it clear that there were multiple problems
with the documentation for the same contract.
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7.

The DoE explains the circumstances why exceptions were requested but it
does not explain why action was not taken by the DoE. For example, DoE
cites that the exception was granted in one instance so that a Chancellor’s
initiative program would not be disrupted. Designating a program as a
Chancellor’s initiative does not provide a blanket exemption from a having
to adhere to a competitive procurement model.

8.

We have changed the report to reflect the 120 day lapse rather then the
905 day lapse originally indicated in the report. It should be noted that
this was but one example and other instances of lengthy delays were also
noted, such as a lapse of nearly 500 days in a contract for computer services.
Furthermore, the significant percentage of exceptions, 59 percent, illustrates
that this matter is a problem.
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